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We develop a general theory of electron-hole recombination in organic light-emitting diodes that leads to
formation of emissive singlet excitons and nonemissive triplet excitons. We briefly review other existing
theories and show how our approach is substantively different from these theories. Using an exact time-
dependent approach to the interchain/intermolecular charge transfer within a long–range interacting model we
find that~i! the relative yield of the singlet exciton in polymers is considerably larger than the 25% predicted
from statistical considerations,~ii ! the singlet exciton yield increases with chain length in oligomers, and~iii !
in small molecules containing nitrogen heteroatoms, the relative yield of the singlet exciton is considerably
smaller and may be even close to 25%. The above results are independent of whether or not the bond-charge
repulsion,X' , is included in the interchain part of the Hamiltonian for the two-chain system. The larger
~smaller! yield of the singlet~triplet! exciton in carbon-based long-chain polymers is a consequence of both its
ionic ~covalent! nature and smaller~larger! binding energy. In nitrogen containing monomers, wave functions
are closer to the noninteracting limit, and this decreases~increases! the relative yield of the singlet~triplet!
exciton. Our results are in qualitative agreement with electroluminescence experiments involving both molecu-
lar and polymeric light emitters. The time-dependent approach developed here for describing intermolecular
charge-transfer processes is completely general and may be applied to many other such processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Charge recombination and photoinduced charge tran
lie at the heart of current attempts to construct viable op
electronic devices using organic semiconducting mater
consisting ofp-conjugated polymers or molecules. Char
recombination is the fundamental process of interest in
ganic light-emitting diodes~OLED’s!. Electroluminescence
~EL! in OLED’s results from~a! the injection of electrons
and holes into thin films containing the emissive material,~b!
migration of these charges, which can involve both coher
motion on a single chain and interchain or intermolecu
charge transfer between neutral and charged species,~c! re-
combination of electrons and holes on the same poly
chain or molecule.1–3 If the recombination leads to the sin
glet optical exciton, light emission can occur. If, on the oth
hand, the final product of the recombination is a triplet ex
ton, only nonradiative relaxation can occur in the absenc
strong spin-orbit coupling. EL in OLED’s is of strong curre
interest, both because of applications in display device4,5

and the potential for obtaining organic solid state lasers.
fundamental process that occurs in photoinduced cha
transfer is the exact reverse of that in EL: optical excitat
to the singlet exciton in a donor molecule is followed
charge separation and migration of charge to a neighbo
acceptor molecule. The latter process is of interest in ph
voltaic applications.6

The fundamental electronic process of charge recomb
tion or separation is therefore of strong current interest.
pecially in the context of EL in OLED’s, charge recombin
tion has received both experimental and theoretical atten
~see below!. The overall quantum efficiency of the EL de
pends on~i! the fraction of the total number of injected ca
riers that end up as excitons on the same polymeric chai
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molecule,~ii ! the fraction of these excitons that are spin s
glets, since only singlet excitons are emissive, and~iii ! the
fraction of singlet excitons that actually undergo radiati
decay. In the present paper we focus on~ii !, which deter-
mines the maximum possible EL efficiency.

Formally, the charge recombination process can be w
ten as

P11P2→G1S/T, ~1!

whereP6 are charged polaronic states of the emissive m
ecule,G is the ground state of the neutral molecule, andS
and T are singlet and triplet excited states of the neut
molecule. Equation~1! indicates that both singlet and triple
excitons are likely products of the charge recombination p
cess. We shall denote the fraction of singlet excitons ge
ated in OLED’s by the above recombination process ash.

Early discussions ofh were based on statistical argumen
alone. Since electrons and holes are injected independe
from the two electrodes, and since two spin-1/2 particles
give three independent spin 1 states~with MS521, 0, and
11! but only one spin 0 state (MS50), it follows thath is
0.25. Note, however, that this argument is strictly valid on
for noninteracting electrons, such that single-configurat
molecular orbital descriptions of all eigenstates are valid.
such a case, the highest occupied and lowest unoccu
molecular orbitals~HOMO and LUMO! are identical for the
singlet and triplet excited states. Charge recombination@Eq.
~1!# then involves merely the migration of an electron fro
the doubly~singly! occupied HOMO~LUMO! of P2 to the
singly occupied~unoccupied! HOMO ~LUMO! of the P1,
for both singlet and triplet channels. The singlet channel a
all three triplet channels of the charge recombination proc
are equally likely within the MO scheme. If electrons a
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interacting, however, this simple single-configuration d
scription breaks down, as all the states included in Eq.~1! are
now superpositions of multiple configurations. There is
longer any fundamental reason for the singlet and trip
channels to be equally likely processes, and hence there
reason forh to be 0.25.

Experimentally,h has been found to range from;0.25 to
0.66 ~Refs. 7–10! in different materials. In OLED’s with the
molecular species aluminum tris~8-hydroxyquinoline!
(Alq3) as the emissive material Baldoet al.have determined
h;0.2260.03, in agreement with that expected from sta
tical arguments.7 On the other hand, considerably largerh
;0.45 has been found in derivatives of poly~para-
phenylenevinylene! ~PPV! by Cao et al. and Ho et al.8,9

Wohlgenannt et al., using spin-dependent recombinatio
spectroscopy, have determined the formation cross sec
of singlet and triplet excitons,sS andsT , respectively, for a
large number of polymeric materials~including nonemissive
polymers in which the lowest two-photon state 2Ag occurs
below the optical 1Bu exciton!, and found thatsS /sT is
strongly material dependent and in all cases consider
larger than 1~thereby implying thath is material dependen
and much larger than 0.25!.10 More recently, Wilsonet al.11

and Wohlgenanntet al.12 have shown thath can depend
strongly on the effective conjugation length, with valu
ranging from ;0.25 for small monomers to considerab
larger than 0.25 for long chain oligomers.

Theoretically,h has been investigated by a number
groups10,13–16 including ourselves. There is general agre
ment that h can be substantially greater than 0.25
p-conjugated polymers and that this is an electron corr
tion effect. There exist, however, substantial differences
tween the assumptions and formalisms that go into th
theories. The goal of the present work is to develop a
malism that gives a clear physical picture of the electr
hole recombination and explains whyh substantially larger
than 0.25 is to be expected in organic polymeric syste
Ideally, since photoinduced charge transfer is the exact
verse process of electron-hole recombination, it should a
be possible to extend our approach to photoinduced ch
transfer in the future. A brief presentation of our work w
made earlier,10 where, however, the emphasis was more
the experimental technique used by our experimental
laborators. Here we present the full theoretical details of
earlier work, provide a critique of the earlier theories a
also report on the new and interesting results of our inve
gation of external electric field effects onh, albeit for arti-
ficially large fields, and also on the role of nitrogen hete
toms in electron-hole recombination. Specifically, o
theoretical approach involves a time-dependent formali
within which the initial state composed of two opposite
charged polarons is allowed to propagate in time under
influence of the complete Hamiltonian that includes both
chain and interchain interactions. For the sake of compl
ness, we also discuss other existing theoret
approaches,13–16 and their applicability to real systems. I
particular, there exists a superficial similarity between
approach used in Refs. 15 and 16 and ours. For a phy
understanding of the electron-hole recombination proces
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is essential~see below! that the difference between our ap
proach and that used by the authors of Refs. 15 and 1
precisely understood.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we pres
our theoretical models for intrachain and interchain inter
tions, and also discuss the model systems that are studie
Sec. III we present a brief critique of the existing theories
more extended discussion of the approach used by Shua
co-workers15,16 is given in Appendix A. In Sec. IV we
present the method of propagation of the initial state, wh
in Sec. V we present our numerical results. In this section
also discuss an alternate approach to the time propagatio
the simplest case of two ethylenes that confirms the valid
of the more general approach used in Sec. IV, and that
gives a physical picture of the recombination process. Wh
h.0.25 is found in our calculations with interacting ele
trons, the absolute yields of both singlet and triplet excito
are found to be extremely small with standard electron c
relation parameters. We therefore investigate the effect
the external electric field on these yields within a high
simplified model. It is found that for sufficiently large field
the yields with interacting electrons are as large as those
noninteracting electrons in the field-free case, and that in
relatively small field regionh continues to be greater tha
0.25. In the very high field regime it is found thath can even
be smaller than 0.25. While the bare electric fields requi
to see the reversal of the singlet-triplet ratio are rather la
and therefore only of academic interest, if internal field
fects are taken into account, it is possible to envisage si
tions where the effective electric field is large enough
bring about such a reversal in the singlet-triplet ratio. F
lowing the discussion of electric field effects, we discu
how the chain-length dependence ofh, as observed
experimentally,11,12 can be understood within our theory. W
then consider the role of heteroatoms, especially in the c
text of molecular emitters. We show that in small syste
with heteroatomsh can approach the statistical limit, thu
explaining qualitatively the monomer results of Wilso
et al.,11 and the results of Baldoet al. for Alq3.7 The empha-
sis in all our calculations is on understanding the qualitat
aspects of charge recombination and not on detailed qua
tative aspects. Finally in Sec. VI we discuss the conclusi
and scope of future work.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

The goal of the present work is to provide benchma
results for the charge recombination reaction which are v
for the strong Coulomb interactions that character
p-conjugated systems. Accurate treatments of electr
electron interactions are not possible for long-chain syste
and in this initial study we have therefore chosen pairs
short polyene chains, with 2–6 carbon atoms in each ch
as our model systems. Since polyene eigenstates pos
mirror-plane and inversion symmetries, we shall hencefo
refer to the ground stateG @see Eq.~1!# as 11Ag , andSand
T as 11Bu and 13Bu , respectively. The model system co
taining two hexatrienes~12 carbon atoms overall! is the larg-
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est system that can be treated exactly at present within
related electron models.

Our approach suffers from two apparent disadvantag
First, polyenes and polyacetylenes are weakly emissive
cause the 21Ag state in these occur below the optical 11Bu
state. This presents no problem as far as the analysis o
EL in emissive materials is concerned, as the spectrosc
technique of Wohlgenanntet al.10 finds a strong deviation o
sS /sT from 1 even in systems with energy ordering simi
to that in polyenes10 @see results for Poly-2,5-Thienylen
Vinylene ~PTV! in this paper, for instance#, and as we show
in the following, this is a direct consequence of the lar
energy difference between the singlet 11Bu exciton and the
triplet 1 3Bu exciton, as well as the fundamental difference
their electronic structures. Both, in turn, are consequence
strong electron-electron interactions, which also characte
systems like PPV and poly-paraphenylene~PPP!, as evi-
denced from the large difference in energies between
singlet and triplet excitons in these systems, determi
experimentally,17–20as well as theoretically.21,22A second ap-
parent disadvantage of our procedure is related to the lim
tion of our calculations to short systems. This prevents dir
evaluation of the chain-length dependence ofh. We believe
that this problem can be circumvented once the mechan
of the physical process that leads to the difference betw
singlet and triplet generation is precisely understood, and
this purpose it is essential that the electron correlation eff
are investigated thoroughly using exactly solvable mod
As we show later, our approach gives a precise though qu
tative explanation of the chain length dependence.

Our model system consists of two polyene chains of eq
lengths that lie directly on top of each other, separated
4 Å. We consider the charge recombination process of
~1!, and there are two possible initial states:~i! a specific
chain ~say chain 1! is positively charged, with the othe
~chain 2! have negatively charged, a configuration that he
after we denote asP1

1P2
2 , where the subscripts 1 and 2 a

chain indices, or~ii ! the superpositionP1
1P2

26P2
1P1

2 , in
the same notation. In our calculations we have chosen
first as the proper initial state, since experimentally in
OLED’s the symmetry between the chains is broken by
external electric field~we emphasize that the consequence
choosing the symmetric or antisymmetric superposition
be easily predicted from our all our numerical calculatio
that follow!. Even with initial state~i!, the final state can
consist of both (11Ag)1(1 1Bu)2 and (11Ag)2(1 1Bu)1 in the
singlet channel. The same is true in the triplet channel,
either of the two chains can be in the ground~excited! state.
Hereafter we will write the initial states asu i S& and u i T&,
where the subscriptsS and T correspond to spin statesS
50 and 1. We consider only theMS50 triplet state. The
initial states are simply the product states with appropr
spin combinations,

u i S&5221/2~ uP1,↑
1 &uP2,↓

2 &2uP1,↓
1 &uP2,↑

2 &), ~2!

u i T&5221/2~ uP1,↑
1 &uP2,↓

2 &1uP1,↓
1 &uP2,↑

2 &). ~3!
r-
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There exist of course two other initial triplet states wi
MS561. The overall Hamiltonian for our composite two
chain system consists of an intrachain termsH intra and inter-
chain interactionsH inter. Additional interactions must be ex
plicitly included to discuss external influences like th
electric field, etc.H intra describing individual chains is the
Pariser-Parr-Pople~PPP! Hamiltonian23,24for p-electron sys-
tems, written as

H intra52 (
^ i j &,s

t i j ~ai ,s
† aj ,s1H.c.!1(

i
e ini

1(
i

Uini ,↑ni ,↓1(
i . j

Vi j ~ni2zi !~nj2zj !, ~4!

whereai ,s
† creates ap electron of spins on carbon atom

i , ni ,s5ai ,s
† ai ,s is the number of electrons on atomi with

spin s and ni5(sni ,s is the total number of electrons o
atom i , e i is the site energy, andzi are the local chemica
potentials. The hopping matrix elementt i j in the above are
restricted to nearest neighbors and in principle can con
electron-phonon interactions, although a rigid bond appro
mation is used here.Ui andVi j are the on-site and intrachai
intersite Coulomb interactions.

We use standard parametrizations forH intra. The hopping
integrals for single and double bonds are taken to be 2.
and 2.568 eV, respectively, and all the site energies of car
atoms in a polymer with all equivalent sites are set to ze
We choose the Hubbard interaction parameterUC for carbon
to be 11.26 eV, and for theVi j we choose the Ohno
parametrization,25

Vi j 514.397F S 28.794

Ui1U j
D 2

1 r i j
2 G21/2

, ~5!

where the distancer i j is in Å, Vi j is in eV and the local
chemical potentialzC for sp2 carbon is one. It should be
noted then when heteroatoms such as nitrogen are pre
the on-site correlation energy, the site energy, and the lo
chemical potential could be different from those for carbo
For H inter, we choose the following form:

H inter52t'(
i ,s

~ais
† ai ,s8 1H.c.!

1X'(
i ,s

~ni1ni8!~ais
† ai ,s8 1H.c.!

1(
i , j

Vi , j~ni2zi !~nj82zj 8!. ~6!

In the above, primed and unprimed operators correspon
sites on different chains. Note that the interchain hoppingt'
is restricted to corresponding sites on the two chains, wh
are nearest interchain neighbors. The interchain Coulomb
teraction Vi , j , however, includes interaction between a
site on one chain with any other site on the other chain
addition to the usual one-electron hopping that occurs wit
the zero differential overlap approximation23,24 we have also
included a many-electron site charge-bond charge repul
X' ~operating between nearest interchain neighbors o!
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that consists of multicenter Coulomb integrals. This te
should also occur withinH intra, but is usually ignored there
because of its small magnitude, relative to all oth
terms.23,24,26 In contrast, thet' in H inter is expected to be
much smaller, andX' cannot be ignored in interchain pro
cesses, especially at large interchain separations.27 We have
done calculations for bothX' 5 0 andX'5” 0.

III. BRIEF CRITIQUE OF EXISTING THEORIES

To put our work in the proper context we present a d
cussion of the existing theories of charge recombination13–16

in this section. The natures ofH intra within all these models
are similar in the sense that they all incorporate intrach
Coulomb interactions, without which of course there can
be any difference between singlet and triplet generation. F
lowing this, there is a fundamental difference between
models of Refs. 13 and 14 on the one hand, and thos
Refs. 15 and 16 and ours on the other. Within the theory
Refs. 13 and 14, there is no difference in singlet or trip
generation in the first stage of the charge-recombination
cess, which involvesinterchaincharge transfer. Within thes
models, interchain charge-transfer yields high energy sin
and triplet excited states of long chains that occur in
continuum, and the lowest singlet and triplet excitons res
from relaxations of these high energy states. Difference
the relative yields of the lowest singlet and triplet excito
are consequences of differences in theintrachain relaxation
processesin the singlet and triplet channels, which occur
the second stage of the overall process. In contrast, wi
our theory10 and the theory of Refs. 15 and 16, the lowe
singlet and triplet excitons are generated directly from t
oppositely charged polarons, and their different yields
consequences of the different cross sections of theinterchain
charge-transfer reactions in the singlet and triplet channe

Within the model of Hong and Meng,13 the continuum
singlet state decays to the lowest singlet exciton, while
continuum triplet state decays to a high energy triplet s
T2 consisting of a loosely bound triplet exciton, which th
relaxes nonradiatively to the lowest tightly bound triplet e
citon T1. The energy gap betweenT2 and T1 is large, and
according to Hong and Meng, this nonradiative relaxat
has to be a multiphonon cascade process. The large en
gap and the multiphonon nature of the relaxation create
‘‘bottleneck’’ in the T2→T1 nonradiative transition, and
spin-orbit coupling leads to intersystem crossing fromT2 to
the singlet exciton, thereby increasing the relative yield
singlets.13 We believe that the key problem with this a
proach is that the model is in disagreement with what
known about the spectrum of triplet states from triplet a
sorptions inp-conjugated polymers19 and theoretical solu-
tions to the PPP model.22 Experimentally, in PPV, for in-
stance, the lowest triplet occurs at about 1.55 eV,19 while in
MEH-PPV this state occurs at;1.3 eV.17 The triplet absorp-
tion energy in these systems is about 1.4 eV. Theoretic
the final state in triplet absorption occurs slightly below t
continuum band,22 and this is therefore theT2 state @also
referred to as them 3Ag ~Ref. 19!#. The energy region be
tweenT2 andT1 (m 3Ag and 13Bu) in the triplet subspace is
r
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not at all sparse, as assumed by Hong and Meng, but ra
within the correlated PPP HamiltonianH intra in Eq. ~4!, this
energy region contains numerous other triplet states.28,29

Thus any nonradiative relaxation fromT2 to T1 in the real-
istic systems should involve a number of intermediate trip
states with small energy gaps between them, and there
the phonon bottleneck simply will not occur. An addition
problem with the model of Hong and Meng is that even
the singlet channel, generation of the lowest exciton from
continuum singlet state cannot be direct but can occur o
through them 1Ag loosely bound singlet exciton.22 In prin-
ciple, this can lead to a bottleneck even in the singlet ch
nel. To summarize, we believe that the model of Hong a
Meng is in disagreement with the known singlet and trip
energy spectra within the PPP model.

Within the model of Kobrak and Bittner14 also polaron
pairs are formed on the single chain first. These authors
into account the electron-phonon interactions explicitly, a
the two-particle states on a single chain are allowed to evo
by interacting with a one-dimensional classical vibration
lattice. Different cross sections for singlet and triplet ex
tons are found within the authors’ model, and the differen
originates from the difference in the mixing between the p
laron and exciton states with different spin. The theory
cludes only the Coulomb interactions between the pola
charges and not the Coulomb interactions between all
electrons that appear in the PPP Hamiltonian. The the
also assumes large quantum efficiency for the generatio
the high energy states with the two polaron charges on
same chain, starting from a state with the charges on dif
ent chains. A recent calculation by Yeet al.16 indicates very
weak cross sections for the generation of high energy1Bu
and 3Bu states starting from the initial state containing t
charges on different chains~see Fig. 8 in Ref. 16!. This is
supported also by our exact calculations~see below!. How-
ever, the calculations by Yeet al.16 as well as ours are fo
relatively short chains, and further work is needed to test
validity of the model of Kobrak and Bittner. As we show i
Sec. V,h.0.25 is predicted from considerations of the in
tial stage of interchain charge-transfer alone. Whether a
tional contributions can come from differences in the intra
hain relaxation processes needs to be studied further.

We now come to the work by Shuai and co-workers,15,16

who, like us, have determinedh.0.25 in oligomers of PPV
from considerations of interchain charge transfer. Precis
because of the apparent similarity of our approaches, i
essential that we discuss the approach of Shuai and
workers in detail, since our ultimate goal is to arrive at
physical explanation of the greater yield of the singlet ex
ton than what is predicted from statistical considerations,
as we show later, the physical mechanisms within Refs.
and 16 and within our work are quite different. The quant
that is calculated in Refs. 15 and 16 issS /sT , viz., the ratio
of the formation cross sections of the 11Bu singlet and 13Bu
triplet exciton. For fast spin-lattice interaction, the expre
sion for h in terms ofsS andsT can be written as10,12

h5sS /~sS13sT!, ~7!

and thus forsS /sT.1, h.0.25.
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Shuaiet al. consider the sameH intra as us, andH inter that
is similar ~see below!. The authors then use the Ferm
‘‘golden rule’’ approach to calculatesS andsT . According
to the authors, the cross-section ratio is given by

sS /sT5u^ i SuH interu f S&u2/u^ i TuH interu f T&u2, ~8!

where u i S& and u i T& are the singlet and triplet initial state
@see Eqs.~2! and~3!#, andu f S& and u f T& are the correspond
ing final states, respectively. Since the interchain Coulo
interaction is diagonal in the space of the states considere
Eq. ~8!, the authors ignoreVi , j in Eq. ~6! but retain the other
terms. Shuai and co-workers find that forX'50 in Eq. ~6!,
when the interchain charge transfer is due to the hoppingt'
only, the right-hand side of Eq.~8! is ;1, a result we agree
with ~see Appendix A!. The authors then claim that for non
zero positiveX' , and for positivet' @note negative sign in
front of the one-electron term in Eq.~6!#, the right-hand side
of Eq. ~8! can be substantially larger than 1. The auth
calculated the matrix elements in Eq.~8! for pairs of PPV
oligomers in parallel configuration using approximate me
ods ~singles configuration interaction15 and coupled-cluste
method16!, and have found the right-hand side of Eq.~8! to
show divergent behavior over a broad range ofX' /t' ~see
Fig. 1 in Ref. 15 and Figs. 3, 4, 6, and 7 in Ref. 16!. Based
on these calculations the authors conclude that a modera
large X' is essential for the experimentally observed lar
sS/sT .8–12

This result is surprising, in view of the fact that the s
charge–bond charge repulsion isspin-independent, exactly
as the one-electron interchain hopping in Eq.~6!. Since this
question is intimately linked with the mechanism of char
recombination that we are after we have reexamined
issue by performing exact calculations for pairs of polye
chains with lengthsN52, 4, and 6. The conclusions from
these exact calculations are described below.

As discussed above, even withP1
1P2

2 as the initial state
~with, of course, appropriate spin functions! the final state
contains two terms, with one of the two chains in the grou
state and the other in the excited state. Instead of work
with different superpositions of the final states we consi
sS to be proportional to z^ i SuH interu(1 1Ag)1(1 1Bu)2&u2

1u^ i SuH interu(1 1Ag)2(1 1Bu)1& z2. Similarly, sT is taken
to be proportional to z^ i TuH interu(1 1Ag)1(1 3Bu)2&u2

1u^ i TuH interu(1 1Ag)2(1 3Bu)1& z2. As shown explicitly
in Appendix A, the magnitudes of the matri
elements of the initial singlet@triplet# P1

1P2
2 with

(1 1Ag)1(1 1Bu)2@(1 1Ag)1(1 3Bu)2# and (11Ag)2(1 1Bu)1

@(1 1Ag)2(1 3Bu)1# are different forX'5” 0, and hence the
final states cannot be 1:1 superpositions of these config
tions. Note that by taking the sums of the squares we exh
all possibilities automatically. For the conclusions of Re
15 and 16 to be valid the calculatedsS /sT within Eq. ~8!
should now show strong dependence onX' /t' ~as men-
tioned above divergentsS /sT is implied in Refs. 15 and 16!.
Our exact results for the three different chain lengths
shown in Fig. 1 below, where we see that only forX' /t'
very close to 0.5 issS /sT , as calculated within Eq.~8!, is
substantially different from 1. At all otherX' /t' the right-
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hand side of Eq.~8! is very close to 1. Furthermore, exce
for X' /t'50.5 the chain-length-dependence ofsS /sT is
weak. If we now recall that all chain length dependent qu
tities ~for example, optical and other energy gaps
polyenes28! exhibit strongest length dependence at the sh
est lengths, the conclusion that emerges is that except fo
unique pointX' /t'50.5, sS /sT remains;1 within the
golden rule approach even in the long chain limit.

In order to understand this difference from the results
Shuai and co-workers15,16 in further detail we present ana
lytic results for the case of two ethylenes (N52) in Appen-
dix A. These results are important in so far as they begin
give a physical picture for the charge recombination reacti
even as they indicate that the site charge-bond charge re
sion is not the origin of largeh. The analytic calculations
also make the origin of the uniqueness of the pointX' /t'
50.5 absolutely clear. Indeed it is seen that precisely at
point bothsS andsT , as defined in Eq.~8!, approach zero.
More importantly, the chain length independence, as s
gested in Fig. 1 can be understood very clearly from
analytic calculations. Finally, it can also be seen from th
calculations that had we taken the initial state to be the
perpositionP1

1P2
26P2

1P1
2 , instead of only one of these, th

sS /sT , as calculated from Eq.~8! would be exactly 1 for all
X' /t' .

Our basic conclusion then is that the Fermi golden r
approach is not valid for calculations ofsS /sT or h. This is
to be expected also from a different consideration, viz.,
Fermi golden rule approach is valid for calculations of sta
that lie within a narrow band, whereas in the present case
energy difference between the initial and final states, and
between the singlet and triplet excitons are both much lar
than t' and X' . The origin of the difference between ou
exact calculations of matrix elements and the approxim
calculations of Shuaiet al. is harder to ascertain. One poss
bility is that the polaron wave functions are open shell, a
approximating these within mean field or limited configur
tion interaction~CI! could lead to wrong conclusions. In th

FIG. 1. The ratio of the squares of the singlet and triplet ma
elements ofH inter @sS /sT according to Eq.~8!#, as a function of
X' /t' for pairs of ethylenes~circles!, butadienes~squares! and
hexatrienes~diamonds!.
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following sections we therefore go beyond the Fermi gold
rule approach to understand the origin of largeh.

IV. TIME EVOLUTION OF THE POLARON PAIR STATE

A straightforward numerical solution ofH intra1H inter will
give all eigenfunctions of the composite two-chain system
as linear superpositions of product eigenstates of the si
chains~for example,au1 1Ag&1u1 1Ag&21bu1 1Ag&2u1 2Ag&1
1•••, etc., wherea,b, etc. are relative weights!. Several of
the excited states can be superpositions ofuP1

1P2
2& and

u1 1Ag&1u1 1Bu&2 or u1 1Ag&1u1 3Bu&2, but not only is it not
clear how to obtain information on the relative yields
singlets and triplets in OLED’s from such calculations, t
search for all such states through the complete energy s
would be extremely difficult if not impossible. Recall, fo
example, that~i! excited states higher in energy than 11Bu or
1 3Bu can also in principle contribute to the overall sing
and triplet yield,~ii ! the total number of excited states of th
composite two-chain system is very large, and~iii ! the quan-
tum numbers of the excited states that are appropriate su
positions are not known in advance, and thus a method
state-by-state search would have to be carried out for
purpose.

Our approach therefore consists in calculating the ti
evolution of the initial statesu i S& and u i T& @see Eqs.~2! and
~3!# under the influence of the full Hamiltonian, and the
evaluating the overlaps of the time-evolved states with
possible final statesu f S& andu f T&. Our choice of initial states
is thus the same as those in Refs. 15 and 16, but the di
ence lies in our going beyond the golden rule approximat
to calculate the time evolution. The choice of an eigens
of the unperturbed Hamiltonian as an initial state in a tim
dependent calculation, even when the perturbation itse
not explicitly time-dependent, is an approximation which
widely used—for example in collision theory~see Chaps. 18
and 19 in Ref. 30! or in many-body calculations of the d
electric function31—and is analogous to the sudden appro
mation. Specifically in the OLED’s, theP6 are created a
opposite ends of the device and they execute hopping mo
towards each other under the influence of an external ele
field (P61G→G1P6). The polaron wave functions re
main unperturbed throughout this process, until they
within the radius of influence of each other. It is at this tim
t50 we visualize that the interchain interactions a
‘‘switched on’’ suddenly from zero, and the intermolecul
charge-transfer hereafter is rapid~several to several tens o
femtoseconds, for realistic interchain hoppingt' , see be-
low!. It is the ultrashort time scale of this charge-trans
process that justifies the choice of the initial state. Finally,
reemphasize that as already mentioned in Sec. I, the go
our study is to obtain qualitative but clear mechanistic
scription of the charge-transfer process, and this is best
tained with the well-defined charged-polaron pair states
the initial states.

In principle, given a Hamiltonian, propagation of any in
tial state is easily achieved by solving the time-depend
Schrödinger equation. One could use the interaction pict
to separate the nontrivial evolution of the initial state fro
n
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the trivial component, which occurs as a result of the evo
tion of the product of the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
the subsystems.32 In the context of the many-body PP
Hamiltonian such an approach is difficult to implement n
merically. This is because the total number of eigenstates
the two-chain system is very large: the number of such st
for two chains of six carbon atoms each is 853 776 in
Ms50 subspace. Obtaining all the eigenstates of the tw
component system and expressing the matrix element
H inter in the basis of these eigenstates is therefore very in
sive computationally. It is simpler to calculate the time ev
lution in the Schrodinger representation, determine the tim
evolved states, and project them on to the desired fi
eigenstates~for instance,u1 1Ag&1u1 1Bu&2). This is the ap-
proach we take.

We first obtain the eigenstatesuP1
1&, uP2

2& as well as the
product states exactly in the valence bond~VB! basis28 ~in
which the total spinS is a good quantum number! in order to
avoid spin contamination. Following the time evolutio
however, we need to calculate overlaps of the time-evol
states with various final states~see below!, which is cumber-
some within the nonorthogonal VB basis. After calculati
the exact spin singlet and triplet initial states, we theref
expand these in an orthonormal basis that has only well
fined totalMS value.

Henceforth we refer to the initial statesu i S& and u i T& col-
lectively asC(0) and the time-evolved states asC(t). In
principle, the time evolution can be done by operating
C(0) with the time evolution operator

U~0,t !5exp~2 iHt !, ~9!

where H is the total HamiltonianH intra1H inter. This ap-
proach would, however, require obtaining a matrix repres
tation of the exponential time-evolution operator, which
turn requires the determination of the prohibitively lar
number of eigenstates of the composite two-chain syst
We can avoid this problem by using small discrete time
tervals and expanding the exponential operator in a Ta
series, and stopping at the linear term. Such an appro
however, has the undesirable effect of spoiling unitarity, a
for long time evolutions would lead to loss of normalizatio
of the evolved state. The way around this dilemma has b
proposed and used by others33,34 in different contexts and
involves using the following truncated time-evolutio
scheme,

S 11 iH
Dt

2 DC~ t1Dt !5S 12 iH
Dt

2 DC~ t !. ~10!

In the above equation, on the left-hand side, we evolve
state at time (t1Dt) backwards byDt/2, while on the right-
hand side we evolve the state at timet forward byDt/2. By
forcing these two to be equal, we ensure unitarity in the ti
evolution of the state. It can be seen easily that this ti
evolution which is accurate toDt2/2 is unitary. For a given
many-body Hamiltonian and initial state, the right-hand s
of Eq. ~10! is a vector in the Hilbert space of the two-cha
Hamiltonian. The left-hand side corresponds to the action
a matrix on an as yet unknown vector, that is obtained
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solving the above set of linear algebraic equations. Fur
details of the numerical procedure can be found in Appen
B.

After each evolution step, the evolved state is projec
onto the space of neutral product eigenstates of the two-c
system. The relative yieldI mn(t) for a given product state
um,n&5um&1un&2 is then obtained from

I mn~ t !5 z^C~ t !um,n& z2. ~11!

In our case the statesum,n& can be any of the final states o
interest, viz., u(1 1Ag)1(1 1Bu)2&, u(1 1Ag)1(1 3Bu)2&, etc.
It is for efficient calculations of the overlaps~while at the
same time maintaining spin purity! in Eq. ~11! that we ex-
pand our exact eigenstates of the neutral system in the
basis to the totalMS basis. We emphasize thatI mn(t) is a
measure of the yield of the stateum,n& at time t and is not a
cross section.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we report the results of our calculations
recombination dynamics for for pairs of ethylenes, bu
dienes, and hexatrienes, both within the noninterac
Hückel model (Ui5Vi j 5X'50) and the interacting PPP
model. Following this, we show the results of our investig
tion of electric field effects on the same systems, discuss
chain length dependence ofh, and finally present the nu
merical results for a model system containing nitrogen h
eroatoms. The calculations for the noninteracting case
vides a check of our numerical procedure, and
comparison between the noninteracting and the interac
model allows us to determine the effect of electron-elect
interactions.

A. Dynamics in the Hückel Model

While there is no difference in energy between singl
and triplets in the Hu¨ckel model, it is nevertheless possible
have spin singlet and triplet initial statesu i S& and u i T&, as
well as singlet and triplet final states. In Fig. 2 we show
yield for the electron-hole recombination in the singlet cha
nel, and for pairs of ethylenes, butadienes and hexatrie
The yields for the triplet channels are not shown separa
in this case; we have ascertained that these are identic
those in the singlet channel in this case, as expected. T
calculations are fort'50.1 eV within Eq.~6!. We note that
the yieldsI mn(t) oscillate with time. This is to be expecte
within our purely electronic Hamiltonian, within which a
electron or hole jumps back and forth between the two m
lecular species. These oscillations are the analogs of the
oscillations35,36 that occur upon the stimulation of a syste
with light, where absorption of light can occur only wit
nonzero damping. Within our purely electronic Hamiltonia
complete transition to the final states can only occur in
presence of damping~for example, radiative and nonradia
tive relaxations of the final states!, which has not been ex
plicitly included in our Hamiltonian. The frequency of osci
lation is higher for larger intermolecular transfer integralt' ,
as expected. The frequency of the oscillation also depe
er
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upon the size of the molecule and is lower for larger m
ecules~see below for an explanation of this!. The equalities
in the yields of the singlet and triplet excited states fou
numerically conforms to the simple free-spin statistics wh
predicts that in theMS50 state formed from electron-hol
recombination, the probability of singlet and triplet form
tion are equal. Since theMS561 cases always yield triplets
the spin statistics corresponding to 25% singlets and 7
triplets is vindicated in this case.

Although the Hu¨ckel calculations do not yield any new
information, it is useful to pursue them further in order
arrive at a physical mechanism of the charge recombina
process. To this end we have developed an alternate pr
dure for calculating the above dynamics for the small
model system, viz., a pair of ethylenes. This alternate
proach consists of expanding the initial stateC(0) as a su-
perposition of the eigenstatesc i of the composite two-chain
system with eigenvaluesEi ,

uC~0!&5(
i

ci uc i~0!&. ~12!

The evolution of the stateC(0) is now simply given by

uC~ t !&5(
i

ci uc i~0!&exp~2 iEi t/\!. ~13!

The yield I mn(t) in a given channel with final stateum,n& is
then obtained from

FIG. 2. Yield in the singlet channel as a function of time, f
pairs of ethylenes~top panel!, butadienes~middle panel!, and
hexatrienes~bottom panel!, within the simple Hu¨ckel model (U
5Vi j 5X'50). Significant yield in all cases occur only for fina
states u(1 1Ag

1)1(1 1Bu
2)2& and u(1 1Bu

2)1(1 1Ag
1)2&, between

which the yields are identical. Yields in the triplet chann
u(1 1Ag

1)1(1 3Bu
1)2& and u(1 3Bu

1)1(1 1Ag
1)2& are identical to those

in the singlet channel. Calculation of the full period of oscillatio
for hexatrienes would take much longer time evolution than 60
and is not shown.
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I mn~ t !5 z^m,nuC~ t !& z25(
i

zci^m,nuc i~0!&exp~2 iEi t/\!z2

5(
i

zci^m,nuc i~0!& z2

1(
i

(
j . i

2 Re $cicj^m,nuc i~0!&^c j~0!um,n&%

3cos@~Ei2Ej !t/\#. ~14!

The quantitieŝ m,nuc i(0)& are readily obtained from the
eigenstates of the neutral one-chain subsystems and the
posite eigenstates of the two-chain system. In Tables I an
we list the nonzero values of the coefficientsci and the
^m,nuc i(0)& values for the case of two ethylenes. It is se
that sets of degenerate states of the composite system
gether contribute equally to the singlet and triplet chann
although individual members of the set may contribute
equally. We have determined that the time evolution obtai
from this approach is exactly the same as that obtained f
the general method described in the previous section.

The contribution arising from the right-hand side of E
~14! has been separated into time-independent and ti
dependent parts. The latter comes about whenever the
eigenstates in question are nondegenerate. Furthermoret
50 the contribution from the time-independent part exac

TABLE I. Significant ci5^C(0)uc i& and the^m,nuc i& values
and their product in the Hu¨ckel model for a pair ethylenes in single
channel. The indexi corresponds to the index of ‘‘significant
eigenstates of the total system andEi the corresponding energ
eigenvalue.

i Ei(eV) ci ^m,nuc i& ^m,nuc i&ci

2 24.3360 0.3691 0.1362 0.0503
3 24.3360 20.3373 0.1138 20.0384
4 24.1360 20.0171 0.0120 20.0002
5 24.1360 20.5000 0.0058 20.0029
6 24.1360 0.4989 0.0120 0.0057
7 24.1360 20.0285 0.0059 20.0002
8 23.9360 20.3558 0.1266 20.0450
9 23.9360 0.3513 0.1234 0.0433

TABLE II. Significant ci5^C(0)uc i& and ^m,nuc i&, for the
triplet channel, for a pair of ethylenes.

i Ei(eV) ^C(0)uc i& ^m,nuc i& ^m,nuC i&ci

2 24.3360 0.3373 0.1138 0.0384
3 24.3360 0.3691 0.1362 0.0503
4 24.1360 -0.0179 0.0037 20.0001
5 24.1360 0.4985 0.0180 0.0090
6 24.1360 0.5005 0.0047 0.0024
7 24.1360 0.0251 0.0170 0.0004
8 23.9360 0.3513 0.1234 0.0433
9 23.9360 0.3558 0.1266 0.0450
m-
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cancels the contribution from the time-dependent part. W
the sign of the time-dependent part becomes positive,
two contributions add up to give the maximum yield of 0.2
in both the singlet and the triplet channels observed in
discrete calculations. The periodicity of the oscillation cor
sponds to the energy difference between the two pairs of
degenerate states. This analysis could in principle be
tended to the case of the larger systems but would be q
tedious in view of the larger Hilbert space dimensions. N
that the decrease of the oscillation frequency ofI mn(t) with
increasing chain length~Fig. 2! is explained within the above
alternate procedure. The length dependence of the oscilla
frequency originates from the smallerEi2Ej in longer
chains.

B. Dynamics in the PPP model

We now present our results for interacting electrons
H intra andH inter. In all cases for the interchainVi , j we have
chosen the Ohno parameters, and the interchain hoppint'
50.1 eV. For X' , we present the results of calculation
with bothX' 5 0 and 0.1 eV. In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! we show
the plots ofI mn(t) in the singlet and triplet channels for pai
of ethylenes, butadienes and hexatrienes, respectively, fo
case ofX'50. The same results are shown in Figs. 3~c! and
3~d! for X'50.1 eV.

The most obvious difference from the Hu¨ckel model is
that the yieldsI mn(t) in both the singlet and triplet channe
are considerably reduced in the present cases. Two o
points are to be noted. First, there is now substantial dif
ence between the singlet and triplet channels, with the sin
yield higher in all cases. Second, the strong differen
in singlet and triplet yields are true for bothX'50 and
X'Þ0. This is in contradiction to the golden rul
approach,15,16 which ignores the energy difference betwe
the 11Bu and the 13Bu . The only consequence of nonze
X' is the asymmetry between the yields of (11Ag)1(1 1Bu)2
and (11Ag)2(1 1Bu)1 in the singlet channels, and a simila
asymmetry in the triplet channels. Further discussion of t
asymmetry can be found in Appendix A. The overall conc
sion that emerges from the results of Figs. 3~a!–3~d!
is that nonzero electron-electron interactions substanti
enhancesh.

We point out that the oscillatory nature ofI mn(t) in the
absence of damping is real, but it does not imply a tim
dependenth. In the absence of damping, the yield of a giv
state can in principle be obtained by an integration ofI mn(t)
over one complete period, andh would simply be the ratio
of two such integrated yields. We have not attempted s
integration because of the following reasons. Firstly, our g
is to obtain qualitative information only, and the plots
I mn(t) for the singlet and triplet yields are so strongly diffe
ent for nonzero Coulomb interactions that the enhancem
of h is obvious in all cases. Second, and more importan
as seen in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!, nonzeroX' creates a substan
tial asymmetry in the yields, and this information would b
lost upon integration. On the other hand, this information
important, from the viewpoints of our discussions of the ro
of X' in Sec. III and here, and the possibility of confirmin



thylenes,

cillation
al states
FIG. 3. Yields in the singlet and triplet channels within the PPP Hamiltonian. In all cases the top panel corresponds to pair of e
the middle panel to pairs of butadienes, and the bottom panel to pairs of hexatrienes.~a! Singlet channel,t'50.1 eV, X'50; ~b! triplet
channel,t'50.1 eV, X'50; ~c! singlet channel,t'50.1 eV, X'50.1 eV; ~d! triplet channelt'50.1 eV, X'50.1 eV. Evolution in the
case of hexatrienes is tracked for 20 fs while in other cases, the evolution is tracked for 60 fs. Calculation of the full period of os
for hexatrienes would take much longer time than 20 fs and is not shown. Significant yields in singlet channel occurs only for fin
u(1 1Ag

1)1(1 1Bu
2)2& and u(1 1Bu

2)1(1 1Ag
1)2&, between which the yields are identical in~a! and ~b! but different in~c! and ~d!. Similarly,

yields in triplet channel are to the statesu(1 1Ag
1)1(1 3Bu

1)2& andu(1 3Bu
1)1(1 1Ag

1)2&, between which the yields are identical in~a! and~b!
but different in~c! and ~d!.
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such asymmetries experimentally in the future. Third,
time-dependent calculations within the sudden approxim
tion, where the perturbation is switched on abruptly, there
often a spurious oscillatory behavior at the earliest tim
when energy conservation may be violated. Such spur
oscillations decay very rapidly, and the continuation of t
oscillations in our plots with the same periodicities and a
plitudes indicates that the behavior shown is real. Fina
quantitative estimate ofh can only be done by including th
damping mechanisms within a rate equation formalism, t
rendering the integration of the curves shown pointless
any case. What is important is to realize though that inc
sion of the damping terms will not change our conclus
thath.0.25. This is because the lifetimes of both the sing
and triplet excitons are larger than the periods of oscillati
and the lifetime of the triplet exciton is considerably larg
than that of the singlet exciton. While the oscillation is goi
on in the singlet channel, if the exciton decays to the grou
state additional singlet excitons will form from general k
-
is
s
us
e
-
,

s
n
-

t
,

r

d

netic theory principles. Since such decays occur less
quently in the triplet channel, this further enhancesh.

In order to understand the above results in further de
we have also carried out the dynamics calculation for pairs
ethylenes according to Eq.~14!. As in the Hückel case these
calculations yield the same results as the more gen
method. Our results for the wave functions of the compos
two-chain system and the overlaps of the product eigenst
of the final neutral molecules with these are shown in Tab
III and IV. The degeneracies in the eigenstates of the co
posite system that characterized the Hu¨ckel model are now
lifted, which is a known electron correlation effect. What
more significant in the present case is that the compo
state wave functions that have large overlaps withC(0) are
now not the same ones that have large overlaps with
product wave functions of the final states. This is what
duces the yields of the charge-transfer processes in the
model, relative to the Hu¨ckel model.

Tables III and IV give a clear physical picture of th
charge recombination process. For a large yield what app
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to be essential is thatthe composite two-chain system mu
have at least some eigenstates which have simultaneo
large overlaps with both the direct product of the initial p
laronic states and the direct product of the pair of eige
states of the neutral subsystems in the the chosen cha
This can be interpreted as a ‘‘transition state theory’’ for t
charge recombination reaction of Eq.~1!. Large overlaps
with the initial polaronic pair states occur for the states
and 13 in the singlet channel~see Table III!, and for the
states 10 and 12 in the triplet channel~see Table IV!. This is
in contrast to the Hu¨ckel case, where the large overlaps w
the polaron pair wave functions were with the same comp
ite two-chain eigenstates. The overlaps of these spe
two chain eigenstates are larger for products of sing
final states u1 1Ag&1u1 1Bu&2 than for triplet final states
u1 1Ag&1u1 3Bu&2, and this is what gives a larger yield for th
singlet exciton.

C. Effects of external electric field

Our results in the previous subsection already indic
thath can be substantially larger than 0.25 for the correla
electron Hamiltonian of Eq.~4!. From comparison of Fig. 2
and Figs. 3~a!–3~d!, we see however, that the relative yiel
I mn(t) are lower by orders of magnitude for interacting ele
trons. This is easily understandable withintime-independen

TABLE III. Significant ci5^C(0)uc i& and thê m,nuc i& values
and their product for PPP model in the absence of electric field,
a pair of ethylenes in the singlet channel. The indexi corresponds to
the index of ‘significant’ eigenstates of the total system andEi the
corresponding energy eigenvalue.

Ei ci ^m,nuc i& ci^m,nuc i&

4 0.5295 20.0249 20.6992 0.0174
5 0.7328 20.0458 20.6953 0.0318
11 3.7748 0.7066 20.0258 20.0182
13 3.7844 20.7056 0.0446 20.0315
29 11.2503 0.0082 0.1020 0.0008
30 11.6379 20.0025 0.1206 20.0003
32 14.0483 0.0050 0.0028 0.000 01
34 14.0611 20.0054 0.0081 20.000 04

TABLE IV. Significant ci5^C(0)uc i& and thê m,nuc i& values
and their product for PPP model in the absence of electric field,
a pair of ethylenes in the triplet channel.

Ei ci ^m,nuc i& ci^m,nuc i&

2 22.7283 20.0215 20.6980 0.0150
3 22.7238 20.0091 0.6982 20.0064
10 3.7697 0.7068 0.0060 0.0042
12 3.7775 20.7067 0.0203 20.0143
19 8.0804 20.0056 0.1115 20.0006
20 8.0875 20.0190 20.1114 0.0021
31 14.0475 0.0051 20.0056 20.000 03
33 14.0515 20.0052 20.0023 0.000 01
t
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second order perturbation theory, within which the extent
which the initial polaron-pair state is modified is direct
proportional to the matrix element ofH inter between the ini-
tial and final states, and inversely proportional to the zer
order energy difference. Since the energy differences
tween the polaron-pair states and the final neutral states
substantial within the PPP Hamiltonian, the yields are lo
There are two possible interpretations of these results. F
the actual yields of excitons in OLED’s is indeed low, com
pared to the theoretical maximum for noninteracting el
trons ~recall that no direct comparison of the experimen
light emission intensities with the theoretical maximum
possible!. Second, the experimentally observed yields are
fluenced substantially by external factors ignored so far.
consider this second possibility here, and calculate wit
our time-dependent formalism the yieldsI mn(t) in the pres-
ence of an external electric field~‘‘external’’ in the following
includes the effects of both the actual bias voltage as we
all internal field effects!. What follows may be thought of a
overly simple, but nevertheless, we believe that it gives
correct physical picture. We first present our formalism a
numerical calculations, and only then we discuss the in
pretation of these results.

FIG. 4. Yields in the singlet channels~a! u(1 1Ag)1(1 1Bu)2&,
~b! u(1 1Ag)2(1 1Bu)1&, as a function of the electric field~V/Å ! and
time ~fs!. Heret'50.1 eV andX'50.1 eV.
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As before, we consider pairs of molecules that are para
to each other, with the molecular chain axes aligned para
to the x axis. The electric field is chosen along they axis,
such that the total Hamiltonian now has an additional con
bution,

Hfield5E(
i

@~ni21!yi1~ni821!yi8#. ~15!

In the aboveE is the strength of the electric field, andyi(yi8)
gives they component of the location of thei th (i 8th carbon
atom in molecule 1~2!. We now perform our dynamical cal
culations with the complete Hamiltonian includingHfield .
Notice that there occurs no change in the initial states in
presence of the electric field, since the electric field is ta
to be perpendicular to the linear molecules. This is of cou
a theoretical ideal chosen for computational convenience~as
is the model of two exactly parallel chains!, and in real sys-
tems the orientations of the field and the molecules are
dom ~see below for further discussions!.

In Figs. 4 and 5 we show the effect of the external elec
field on the yield in the singlet and triplet channels for a p
of ethylenes. We see that in all the cases there is a st
nonlinear dependence of the yield on the external field

FIG. 5. Yields in the triplet channels~a! u(1 1Ag)1(1 3Bu)2&, ~b!
u(1 1Ag)2(1 3Bu)1&, as a function of the electric field~V/Å ! and
time ~fs!. Parameters are same as in Fig. 4.
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both the singlet and the triplet channels, we see sharp
creases in the yields over a range of field strengths. The fi
strengths at which the increases in the yields occur are a
two orders of magnitude larger than the experimental fie
in the OLED’s, and we comment upon this below. Here
only observe that the field strengthE over which the singlet
yield is larger is smaller than the field strength over whi
the triplet yield dominates.

We have performed similar calculations for the long
chain systems, and in all cases the effects are the same,
there exists a range of field strength where a sudden incr
in the singlet yield occurs, while at still larger fields the
occurs a similar jump in the triplet yield. In Figs. 6~a! and
6~b! we have shown the singlet and triplet yields for fie
strengths of 0.3 V/Å and 1.0 V/Å, respectively, fo
hexatriene. In general, for a given spin channel the thresh
field strength decreases with the chain length~the threshold
field for the singlet channel decreases from 0.7 V/Å
0.3 V/Å on going from ethylene to hexatriene, while th
threshold field for the triplet channel decreases fro
1.6 V/Å to 1.0 V/Å). Themost important conclusions tha
emerge from these calculations are that,~a! macroscopically
observableyields, comparable to the zero-field yields with
the noninteracting Hu¨ckel model, are found for large fields
and ~b! while the calculatedh are greater than 0.25 fo
smaller fields, this is reversed with further increase in
field strength.

In order to understand the origin of the increased yie
over ranges of the electric field, we have analyzed the cas
a pair of ethylenes extensively, within Eq.~14!. Firstly it is
worth noting that the geometry in which the field is intr
duced, the product states of the neutral Hamiltonian are
affected by the electric field. We also notice that the eig
values of the total Hamiltonian are not very sensitive to
external field. As in the field-free cases, we have obtained
projections of the eigenstates of the two-chain system on
initial state as well as the product of the final states, a
function of the applied electric field in both the singlet a

FIG. 6. Yields in the singlet channel for pairs of hexatrie
molecules, as a function of time~fs! with t'50.1 eV andX'

50.1 eV in an external electric field.~a! Singlet channel at
0.3 V/Å, ~b! singlet channel at 0.42 V/Å and triplet channel
1.0 V/Å.
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the triplet channels. In Fig. 7, we plot the coefficien
^c i um,n& as a function of the electric field for the singlet an
the triplet channels. We see that there are several states
show strong variation in both cases as a function of the fi
However, when a product of these coefficients w
^C(0)uc i& is analyzed, the number of the states that sim
taneously have a large value of these coefficients at the s
electric field is smaller. In Fig. 8, we plot the dominant c
efficients of these projections, as a function of the appl
field. We note that only a few states have both projectio
simultaneously large. We also note that both the projecti
peak at the same field strength. It is this that leads to
abrupt increase in the yield at that field strength. The eig
states of the full Hamiltonian that have large projections
multaneously to both the initial and the final states can in f
be expressed almost completely as a linear combinatio
the initial polaron product state and the final product state
the neutral system eigenstates. In Tables V and VI, we s
the projections of the eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian
the resonant electric field on to~i! the initial state and~ii ! to
the product of eigenstates of the neutral system for wh

FIG. 7. Evolution of significant̂c i um,n& as a function of elec-
tric field ~V/Å !, in the case of the explicit time evolution of eigen
vectors the PPP Hamiltonian for a pair of ethylenes in~a! singlet
and ~b! triplet channels.
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resonance is observed. We note that there are a few ei
states of the full Hamiltonian which have large coefficien
for both projections. This seems to be independent of
energy of the eigenstate of the total system. The energe
decide the period of oscillations and not the amplitude of
oscillations.

We now come to our interpretations of the above nume
cal calculations. In all cases the applied fields in our cal
lations are substantially larger than what is expected from
externally applied voltage in OLED’s. Note, however, th
our molecules are rather small, and the calculated thres
fields at which the effect becomes observable decrease
the molecular size. In this context, it is worth recalling
previous exact calculation of electroabsorption for short
nite polyenes.37 There the electric field was parallel to th
chain axis~as opposed to perpendicular, as in the pres

FIG. 8. ^m,nuc i&^C(0)uc i& plotted as a function of electric
field ~V/Å !, for significant statesi for ~a! the singlet-singlet channe
and ~b! the singlet-triplet channel for a pair of ethylenes. T
singlet-singlet channel in~a! corresponds toumS1

& andunS2
& and the

singlet-triplet channel in~b! corresponds toumS1
& and unT&.

TABLE V. In the case of a pair of ethylenes the states w
significantci5^C(0)uc i& and ^m,nuc i&, for the PPP model with
electric field of 0.7 V/Å in the singlet channel.

i Ei(eV) ci ^m,nuc i& ci^m,nuc i&

4 0.5153 0.2086 0.7629 0.1591
5 0.6828 0.3824 0.4933 0.1886
11 1.0479 20.9001 0.3868 20.3482
21 6.5753 0.0005 20.0055 0.0000
27 11.2881 20.0016 20.0577 0.0001
30 11.6946 0.0040 20.1175 20.0005
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case!, and it was found that the calculated electroabsorpt
can simulate the experimentally observed behavior in lo
chain polymers,38,39 provided the electric field used in th
short chain calculation was larger by two orders of mag
tude than the experimental field. This is because of the la
energy gaps in short chains. We believe that a similar a
ment applies in the present calculations of interchain cha
transfer: the energy difference between the initial polar
pair state and the final states is much larger in the sm
molecule-pair system than in the experimental systems, e
when oligomeric. The analogy to electroabsorption wo
then imply that the enhanced macroscopic yields would
cur in the real systems at much smaller, perhaps even re
tic fields.

One final point concerns the geometry used in our ca
lations. In real OLED’s the relative orientations of the mo
ecules of a given pair, as well as the orientation of the e
tric field with respect to individual members of the pair, w
both be different from that assumed in our simple calcu
tions above. Electric fields that are nonorthogonal to
chain axis of a molecule will have even stronger effects th
found in our calculations,37 while the random arrangemen
of the molecule pairs with respect to the field in the expe
mental systems implies that the range of field over whic
given spin channel dominates will be substantially larg
than that found in our calculations. We therefore believe t
a proper interpretation of our calculations is that in the
perimental systems, there occur macroscopically large yi
of both singlet and triplet excitons over a broad range
electric field. For small to moderate field strengths, the s
glet channel dominates over the triplet channel. Howeve
still larger fields it is possible that this situation revers
Whether or not this higher regime of field strength is expe
mentally accessible is a topic of future theoretical and
perimental research.

D. Chain-length dependence

We now discuss the chain-length dependence ofh as has
recently been determined experimentally.11,12 From careful
measurements using different techniques, Wilsonet al.11 and
Wohlgenanntet al.12 have established thath increases with
conjugation length. Wilsonet al. have shown that whileh is
close to the statistically expected 0.25 in the monomer,11 it is

TABLE VI. In the case of a pair of ethylenes the states w
significantci5^C(0)uc i& and ^m,nuc i&, for the PPP model with
electric field of 1.6 V/Å in the triplet channel.

i Ei(eV) ci ^m,nuc i& ci^m,nuc i&

2 22.8347 0.5927 0.3031 0.1796
3 22.7237 0.0052 0.9142 0.0048
5 22.5174 0.8053 20.2179 20.1755
20 7.5928 0.0089 20.0180 20.0002
23 8.0821 0.0054 0.1518 0.0008
24 8.1387 20.0031 0.0364 20.0001
26 10.1769 0.0001 0.0163 0.0000
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substantially larger in the polymer. Wohlgenanntet al. have
shown thatsT /sS increases linearly with the inverse of th
conjugation length.

Within our numerical procedure, it is difficult to dete
mine the chain length dependence ofh directly. This is be-
cause of multiple reasons, which include~i! the limitation to
rather small sizes,~ii ! the necessity to integrateI mn(t) over a
complete period in each case in Figs. 3~a!–3~d! to obtain the
total yield over that period, and~iii ! the difference in the
periods for singlet and triplet channels, as well as the diff
ences among different singlet and triplet channels. We th
fore present our discussion of chain-length depende
within a simplified formalism that is consistent with ou
time-dependent procedure.

Consider a transition~which could be of the charge
transfer type! between the statesuk& and us& of a two-state
system, such that at timet50 the system is in state
us& (cs(0)51, ck(0)50). We are interested in the yiel
uck(t)u2 at a later timet due to a perturbationVks . This is a
standard textbook problem,30 and the time-dependent Schro¨-
dinger equation in this case is

i\
]

]t
ck5Vks exp~ ivkst !. ~16!

For time-independentVks , as is true here@Vks in the present
case is simplyH inter of Eq. ~6!#, the above equation is easil
integrated to give

uck~ t !u252z^kuVus& z2
12cosvkst

~Ek
(0)2Es

(0)!2 . ~17!

In our caseus&5uP1
1P2

2&, with the appropriate spin combi
nations, anduk&5u(1 1Ag)1(1 1Bu)2& for the singlet channel,
anduk&5u(1 1Ag)1(1 3Bu)2& for the triplet channel~as usual,
uk& can also have the chain indices reversed!. We have al-
ready demonstrated~see Sec. III and Appendix A! that the
matrix element̂ kuVus& is nearly the same for the singlet an
triplet channels, except near the unique pointX' /t' 5 0.5.
Ignoring the oscillation involvingvks , we note that the rela-
tive yield of the singlet exciton is inversely proportional
the square of DES5@E(P1)1E(P2)2E(1 1Ag)
2E(1 1Bu)#, while that of the triplet exciton is inversely
proportional to the square ofDET , in which E(1 1Bu) in the
above is replaced withE(1 3Bu) ~note, however, that within
the two-state approximation we haveassumedthat the sin-
glet and triplet states that are of interest are the lowest sin
and triplet states; this can only be justified by the compl
many-state calculations of the previous subsections!. We see
immediately that this simple two-state formalism predicts
higher singlet yield, sinceE(1 1Bu) is considerably higher
thanE(1 3Bu). Importantly, the chain-length dependence
h is also understood from the above. BothDES and DET
decrease with increasing chain length. However, the r
DES /DET also decreases, because of the covalent chara
of the 13Bu and the ionic character of the 11Bu . This is
seen most easily in the limit of the simple Hubbard model
the individual chains@zero intersite Coulomb interaction an
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zero bond alternation in Eq.~4!#, whereDES approaches 0
andDET approachesU in the long chain limit.

We have calculatedDES and DET exactly for all chain
lengthsN54 –10 within the PPP-Ohno potential. While th
ratio DET /DES shows the correct qualitative trend~viz., in-
creasingDET /DES with increasingN) necessary for increas
ing h with increasingN, the actual variation is small. This i
to be expected, since our chain-length variation is small,
the Ohno potential decays very slowly. With our limitatio
on N, it is necessary that the Coulomb potential is sh
range, such that we have the same Hamiltonian at all ch
lengths, as is approximately true for the experimental s
tems investigated.11,12We have therefore done exact calcu
tions of DES and DET for the extended Hubbard Hami
tonian@Vi j in Eq. ~4! limited to nearest neighbor interactio
V] with parameterst i j 51.08t0 and 0.92t0 for double and
single bonds,V/t052 andU/t055 and 6. In Fig. 9 we show
our calculated results forDET /DES for the two cases, for
differentN. In both cases, increasingDET /DES with increas-
ing N indicates largerh for longer chain lengths. Energ
convergences are faster with largerU, which explains the
steeper behavior ofDET /DES for largerU, and gives addi-
tional support to our argument.

E. Role of heteroatoms

The experiments by Baldoet al.7 and Wilsonet al.11 both
indicate that in small molecular systemsh can be close to
0.25. This is in contrast to our results for ethylene~see Fig.
3!. for which h is calculated to be substantially larger. O
reason for this might be that the Coulomb correlation effe
in thin film samples are smaller than within the PPP Ham
tonian due to intermolecular interactions. The dominant
fect, however, is due to the heteroatoms in the molecu
investigated by these authors, as we show below. Spe
cally, the site-energy~electronegativity! difference between
the heteroatom and carbon atoms makes these systems
to the Hückel limit and this is what decreasesh.

In order to compare with the model polyene systems
consider pairs of (CH5N)2 in the following calculations.

FIG. 9. DET /DES vs 1/N for the case of linear chains with
‘‘ U-V’ ’ extended Hubbard model for the case of~i! U55 eV and
V52 eV ~squares! and ~ii ! U56 eV, andV52 eV ~circles!.
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The single chain Hamiltonian@Eq. ~4!# is then modified as
follows.40 The Hubbard U for the nitrogen atoms,UN
512.34 eV. The local chemical potentialzN for nitrogen
with a p lone pair involved in conjugation is 2. Finally
nitrogen has site energye522.96 eV relative to that of the
carbon atoms. There are two possible arrangements for
two chains in a parallel configuration:~i! a carbon~nitrogen!
atom on one chain lying directly above a carbon~nitrogen!
atom on the other, and~ii ! a carbon atom on one chain lyin
above a nitrogen atom on the second chain. We have ch
arrangement~i!; there is no fundamental reason for arrang
ment ~ii ! to have a very differenth.

In Figs. 10~a! and 10~b! we have plotted theI mn(t) for the
singlet and triplet channels, respectively, for the case ofX'

50. Figures 10~c! and 10~d! show the same forX'

50.1 eV. The most important conclusion that emerges fr
these calculations is that the relative yields of triplets
substantially larger in the present case, so much so thath can
be even close to the statistical limit of 0.25~note that there
are three triplet channels and the figures show the results
only one of these!. We believe that these results give a qua
tative explanation of the observation of Baldoet al.7 Taken
together with the chain length dependence ofh, as found in
the previous subsection, these results also explain qua
tively the observations by Wilsonet al.,11 since the same
chain-length dependence found in the case of simple p
enes should be true here also, although it is conceivable
rate of increase ofh with N here may be slower.

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

With a parallel arrangement of two polyene chains,
have shown that several experimentally observed qualita
features of the singlet-to-triplet yield ratios inp-conjugated
systems can be understood within a well-defined total Ham
tonian for the two-chain system. While our model syste
are rather simple, our theoretical treatment of the char
transfer process between the two chains is exact. We h
given a full time-dependent approach to the interch
charge-transfer process, and have shown that in systems
taining only carbon atoms, the overall yield of the sing
exciton is considerably larger than that of triplet excitons a
h.0.25. This is a direct consequence of moderate elect
electron Coulomb interactions which has strong effects
both the energies and the wave functions of the singlet
triplet excitons. The mechanism of the exciton yields th
emerges from our calculations is as follows. For large yiel
it is essential that there exist excited states of the compo
two-chain system whose wave functions have simu
neously large overlaps with the wave function of the init
state consisting of polaron pairs, and the final state consis
of the two chains in the neutral states. Overlaps of the
cited states of the two-chain system with final states in
singlet channel are considerably larger than for final state
the triplet channel, and this is what gives a large yield for
singlet exciton. This is a consequence of the different natu
of the singlet and triplet excitons, which are ionic and cov
lent, respectively, in the VB notation. Our result here is co
sistent with experiments on long oligomers a



FIG. 10. Yields in the PPP model for the (CH5N)2 system.~a! Singlet and~b! triplet channels withX'50; ~c! and~d! singlet and triplet
channels withX'50.1 eV. The state to which the yield is significant in~a! is uS0S1& while in ~b! it is to the stateuS0T&. The yield to states
uS1S0& in singlet channel anduTS0& in triplet channel are identical to those foruS0S1& anduS0T& in ~a! and~b!, respectively. In~c! the yields
to uS1S0& and uS0S1& are not the same and are shown separately. Similarly, in~d! yields to uTS0& and uS0T& are shown separately.
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polymers.8–12 Although our exact calculations are limited
short chains, within a two-state approximation that is con
tent with the full multilevel calculation we have shown th
h increases with the chain length, in agreement with exp
mental observations.11,12 The two-state approximation give
an alternate explanation of the higher yield of the sing
exciton that is related to the singlet and triplet exciton bin
ing energies, which are substantially different
p-conjugated polymers. Finally, we have examined the r
of heteroatoms, and have shown that in small molecular
tems with nitrogen as the heteroatom,h is substantially
smaller, and may be even close to the statistically expe
value of 0.25. The wave functions in this case, due to
strong electronegativity difference between the heteroa
and carbon atoms, are closer to the Hu¨ckel limit, and this is
what increases the relative yield of the triplet exciton. O
results here successfully explain the difference between A3
~Ref. 7! and heteroatom containing monomers11 on the one
-

i-

t
-

e
s-

ed
e
m

r

hand, and polymeric systems on the other, and thereby
vide additional strong support to our theoretical approach

The time-dependent approach to the charge-transfer
cess developed here is completely general and can be ap
to many other similar processes, for example, photoindu
charge-transfer, triplet-triplet collisions in OLED’s, et
These and other applications are currently being inve
gated. Similarly, for a more complete understanding of
chain-length dependence ofh, we will investigate charge-
transfer process within the density matrix renormalizat
group technique.

Note added. Recently while this manuscript was und
preparation we received a paper42 that discusses the relativ
yields of singlet and triplet excitons within the context
intrachain processes~see Sec. III! as opposed to the inter
chain process discussed here. Although the approach of t
authors is different from ours, they also find that the relat
yields of singlet and triplet excitons are determined by th
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binding energies~smaller binding energies giving large
yields!. It is not clear whether the approach used by th
authors applies to molecule-based OLED’s. These auth
have also investigated the effect of broken electron-h
symmetry, which is related to our calculations on chains
~CH5N! 2. Our results here are different. While Karabuna
liev and Bittner find even higher relative yield of singl
excitons~compared to electron-hole symmetric case! we find
thath here is smaller~see above!. While a complete analysis
of the electron-hole recombination must include both int
chain and intrachain processes~and is a subject of future
work in this area!, we believe that this last result, when com
pared to experiments, justify our basic assumption that s
dependence of the yields of excitons can be underst
largely within the context of intermolecular and intercha
charge transfer.
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APPENDIX A

We present here detailed analytic calculations of the m
trix elements ofH inter for the case of two ethylenes. W
believe that these calculations give clear understanding
the chain-length independence of the calculatedsS /sT
within the Fermi golden rule approach@Eq. ~8!# that was
presented in Sec. III~see Fig. 1!. We also believe that even a
these calculations show the inadequacy of the golden
approach they provide an indirect understanding of the ac
mechanism behind largeh in long-chain polymers.

As in the rest of the paper we consider parallel arran
ments of the ethylene molecules, with sites 1 and 2~3 and 4!
corresponding to the lower~upper! molecule. Subscripts 1
and 2 that are assigned to wave functions describe the lo
and upper molecule, respectively. The relevant sing
molecule eigenstates, corresponding to the lower molec
then can be written as

u1 1Ag&15~c1 /A2!~a1,↑
† a1,↓

† 1a2,↑
† a2,↓

† !u0&

1~c2 /A2!~a1,↑
† a2,↓

† 2a1,↓
† a2,↑

† !u0&, ~A1a!

u1 1Bu&15~1/A2!~a1,↑
† a1,↓

† 2a2,↑
† a2,↓

† !u0&, ~A1b!

u1 3Bu&15~1/A2!~a1,↑
† a2,↓

† 1a1,↓
† a2,↑

† !u0&, ~A1c!

uP1&15~1/A2!~a1,s
† 1a2,s

† !u0&, ~A1d!

uP2&15~1/A2!~a1,↑
† a1,↓

† a2,s
† 2a2,↑

† a2,↓
† a1,s

† !u0&. ~A1e!
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In the aboveu0& is the vacuum for chain 1 andc1 andc2 are
the coefficients of the ionic and covalent configurations
the 1Ag ground state that are to be determined by solving
the 232Ag subspace of ethylene within the PPP Ham
tonian @c15c251/A2 in the Hückel Hamiltonian and the
matrix elements in Eq.~8! in the singlet and triplet channel
are exactly equal in this case#. We have chosen theMS50
wave function for the 13Bu , but what follows is equally true
for theMS561 wave functions. We have not assigned de
nite spin states to the charged polaronic wave functio
since the charged molecules can have either spin, and s
different combinations of these spin states give the ini
spin singlet or triplet product eigenstates foruP1P2&. Note,
however, the relative minus signs between the two confi
rations in uP2&, as opposed to the relative plus signs b
tween the two configurations inuP1&. This is what ensures
that the product wave functions of the typeuP1

1P2
2&, with

positive charge on molecule 1 and negative charge on m
ecule 2, has odd parity with respect to the center of invers
on a single chain, and charge recombination can there
only generate neutral states that have odd parity~for ex-
ample,u1 1Ag&1u1 1Bu&2 but not u1 1Ag&1u21Ag&2).

We consider the initial statesu i S& andu i T& first, which are
constructed from taking products of the polaronic wave fu
tions given above. Since these product functions contain f
terms each, and also since one of our goals is to arrive
visual representation of the charge recombination proces
configuration space, we have chosen not to write their
plicit form but have given in Fig. 11 the wave functions
the VB notation, where a singlet bond between sitesi andj is
defined as 221/2(ai ,↑

† a† j ,↓2ai ,↓
† a† j ,↑)u0&, a triplet bond

~with an arrow pointing from sitei to site j ) is defined as
221/2(ai ,↑

† a† j ,↓1ai ,↓
† a† j ,↑)u0&, and crosses correspond

doubly occupied sitesai ,↑
† a† j ,↓u0&. Given the initial and final

states, it is now easily seen thatVi , j in H inter @Eq. ~6!# plays
no role within the golden rule approach,15,16 since this term
causes no transition between the initial and final states~note,
however,Vi , j can play a significant role in the full dynamic
calculation of Sec. IV!. The matrix elements of the remain
ing terms inH inter are now readily evaluated and these a
given below:

^~1 1Ag!1~1 1Bu!2uH interuP1
1P2

2&S

52~c1 /A2!~2t'12X'!2~c2 /A2!~2t'1X'!,

~A2a!

^~1 1Ag!2~1 1Bu!1uH interuP1
1P2

2&S

5~c1 /A2!~2t'12X'!1~c2 /A2!~2t'13X'!,

~A2b!

^~1 1Ag!1~1 3Bu!2uH interuP1
1P2

2&T

52~c1 /A2!~2t'1X'!2~c2 /A2!~2t'12X'!,

~A2c!
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^~1 1Ag!1~1 3Bu!2uH interuP1
1P2

2&T

5~c1 /A2!~2t'13X'!1~c2 /A2!~2t'12X'!.

~A2d!

Several points are to be noted now. First, forX'50, the
squares of all the matrix elements are equal, and hence t
is no difference between singlet and triplet generation wit
the golden rule approach in this limit, and we agree on t
with Shuaiet al.15 Second, however, defining overallsS as
the sum of the squares of the matrix elements in Eqs.~A2a!
and ~A2b!, andsT as the sum of the squares of the mat
elements in Eqs.~A2c! and ~A2d!, respectively, we see tha
sS /sT depends very weakly onX' /t' at all X' /t' except
for X' /t' very close to 0.5, where2t'12X'50 and
2t'1X' and 2t'13X' have opposite signs. This is pa
ticularly so for the calculatedc1 and c2 for PPP-Ohno pa-
rameters (c150.5786,c250.8156). We now examine th
different terms in Eqs.~A2a!–~A2d! in detail. From Fig. 11
we note that there are three classes of interchain elec
transfers:~i! charge transfer between sites that are both
gly occupied, leading to a doubly occupied site or an em
site ~denoted by 111→210, where the numbers deno

FIG. 11. The initial~a! singlet and~b! triplet statesuP1
1P2

2& for
the case of two ethylenes, and the result of operating withH inter .
The upper~lower! two sites correspond to molecule 1~molecule 2!.
The result~c! is a linear relationship between covalent triplet V
diagrams.
ere
n
is

on
-
y

site occupancies!—or the exact reverse process,~ii ! charge
transfers of the type 110→011, using the same notation
and~iii ! charge transfers of the type 211→112, again with
the same notation. These three processes have different
trix elements (2t'12X'), (2t'1X'), and (2t'13X'),
respectively. The role ofX' now becomes absolutely clea
NonzeroX' creates an asymmetry between the upper
lower molecule, leading to a difference between the yields
u1 1Ag&1u1 1Bu&2 andu1 1Ag&2u1 1Bu&1, but it does not create
a significant difference betweensS andsT .

At exactlyX' /t' 5 0.5 terms containing (2t'12X') in
the matrix elements vanish, while the other terms are a
small and of opposite signs. The singlet channel matrix e
ments now involve onlyc2, while the triplet channel matrix
elements involve onlyc1. Since for repulsive Coulomb in
teractionsc2.c1, the sum of the the squares of the matr
elements here are larger for the singlet channel than for
triplet channel. This is what is reflected in our plot of Fig.
Note, however, that the calculated yields approach zero
both cases here. It is also clear from Eqs.~17! that this dif-
ference between the singlet and triplet channels persist ov
very narrow region aboutX' /t'50.5. We, therefore, do no
believe that this is of any relevance for realistic systems.

Our final point concerns the chain-length independence
our results in Fig. 8~except nearX' /t'50.5). For arbitrary
chain lengths there can occur only the three classes of in
chain charge transfers discussed above (111→210, 110
→011, and 211→112). The detailed wave functions o
longer chains are different, but the expectation valu
^ni ,↑ni ,↓& for the different wave functions are nearly th
same for fixed intrachain correlation parameters. Thus
though in long chains there can in principle occur ma
more interchain hops that are of the type 111→210, such
charge transfers lead toadditional double occupancies~rela-
tive to the overall initial states! that are energetically costly
because of electron correlation effects. Such charge trans
therefore make weak contributions to the overall interch
charge transfer. The net consequence is the weak ch
length dependence found in Fig. 1 at all points other th
X' /t'50.5.

We believe that the above detailed calculation, aside fr
indicating the inapplicability of the golden rule, also ind
cates that the proper theoretical treatment must include
differences in the energies and wave functions of the fi
states, as indeed is done in our time-dependent calculat

APPENDIX B

Details of the numerical procedure that were not d
cussed in Sec. V are given below. The charged as wel
neutral eigenstates ofH intra for individual chains are obtained
in the VB representation by using a diagrammatic V
approach28 with bit representation of the basis states. T
eigenstates of a given spinS are obtained forMS5S. The
VB eigenstates are then transformed to the basis of Sl
determinants withMS5S by expanding the terms in eac
singlet pair and assigning an up-spin at each unpaired
with single occupancy. Thus, a triplet VB basis consisting
two singlet pairs and corresponding to a function withMS
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m.
51 is expanded into four Slater determinants each withMS
51. To obtain eigenstate corresponding to otherMS values
with Slater determinantal basis, we apply theŜ2 operator on
the state, as many times as is necessary.

We use the eigenstates ofuP1& and uP2& to form the
initial state of chosen spin in the form,

C1,0~0!5
1

A2
FU12,1

1

2&13u1

2
,2

1

2L
2

6U12,2
1

2&13u1

2
,1

1

2L
2
G , ~B1!

where the subscripts 1 and 0 refer to the total spin of
initial state. The direct product of the states are expresse
the Slater determinantal basis of the composite system
the coefficientck of the basis stateuk& in the composite sys
tem being given by

ck5(
l ,m

dldm^ku l 3m&, ~B2!

wheredl and dm are the coefficients of the basis statesu l &
and um& in the ground states of the subsystems 1 and
respectively. The direct product itself is effected by shifti
the 2n1 bits of the integer representing the basis state
system 1 withn1 sites to the immediate left of the 2n2 bits in
the integer that represents the basis state of system 2 witn2
sites. The resulting larger integer with 2(n11n2) bits corre-
spond to an integer that represents one of the basis stat
the composite system of (n11n2) sites.

The evolution of the initial state involves solving the lin
ear algebraic equations,Ax(t1Dt)5b, where the matrix el-
ements of the matrixA and the components ofb are given by
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